Equipment Rider: MANIK 2017/2018
1. One (1) RANE MP2015 Mixer. Secondary option is Allen & Heath Xone:92 Tertiary back up is
Pioneer DJM900 Nexus DJ Mixer or high end Pioneer DJ Mixer.
2. Two (2) Pioneer CDJ-2000 Nexus with 2 USBs- LINKED!
3. One (1) Technics SL-1200MKII or MK5 Turntable. MUST be calibrated and in great working
condition! Turntable must also be on top of cinder blocks and properly isolated from any sub
frequency or anything causing it to shake (to prevent record skipping.)
4 . Two (2) High Quality Monitor Speakers – adjustable through mixer.
5. Four (4) Rolls of Gaffa/Duct tape
6. Four (4) Squash balls
7. A 2 x 2 foot / 2inch thich concrete slab to place under turntable. See photos below.
Additional Rider and booth setup instructions:
1. CDJ’s MUST be on a 4 ft high sturdy table and must be set at the edge closest to the DJ of
whatever they are placed on.
2. The DJ Booth must be equipped with at least two 15” format monitors in solid working order in
close proximity to the booth. Artist must have control of monitor volume.
3. All units noted above must have the proper wiring. No dead RCA etc.
4. Monitors must be connected to monitor level control on DJ mixer, and positioned facing away
from the dance floor.
5. Turntable must be calibrated and working
6. Must already be hooked up and ready to play properly.

Hospitality Rider: MANIK 2017/2018
1. Good quality Beer. IPA, Pale Ale, Lager, Craft Beer is a must. Sufficient Water bottles provided
too. 1 Bottle of Makers Mark, Buffalo Trace, Bulleit Bourbon, or high quality Whiskey.
2. Wifi/Internet Hi Speed must be provided at Hotel and included in Hospitality. 3. One official NBA
Basketball must be provided. 4. Dinner or equivalent Hotel Dinner/Room service Buyout.

